
recognition
[͵ri:ekəgʹnıʃ(ə)n] n

1. узнавание; опознавание
recognition site - биохим. центр узнавания
my recognition of him was immediate - я сразу узнал его
to escape recognition - остаться неузнанным, сохранить инкогнито
to alter beyond /past/ recognition - изменить или измениться до неузнаваемости

2. сознание, осознание
recognition of danger - осознание опасности
the recognition that certain things were not true - сознание того, что не всё это правда

3. признание, одобрение
to win [to receive, to meet with] recognition from the public - завоевать [получить, найти] признание
he received no recognition - он остался непризнанным
in recognition of your services - в знак признания ваших заслуг
fact which has obtained general recognition - общепризнанный факт

4. 1) юр. официальноепризнание (факта, претензии и т. п. ); утверждение, санкция
recognition of the child as lawful heir - признание ребёнка законным наследником
recognition of the woman as lawful wife - признание женщины законной женой
recognition as a person before the law - признание правосубъективности

2) дип. признание (суверенитета страны, законности правительства и т. п. )
diplomatic recognition - дипломатическое признание
de facto [de jure] recognition - признание де-факто[де-юре]
recognition of belligerency - признание воюющей стороной
to extend recognition to a state - признать какое-л. государство
to withold recognition from a state - не признавать какое-л. государство

5. приветствие(при встрече )
he only gaveme a passing recognition - он лишь кивнул мне на ходу
he gave me a smile of recognition - он приветствовалменя улыбкой

6. парл. предоставление слова
recognition of a speaker by the chair - предоставлениепредседателем собрания слова желающему выступить

7. воен. обнаружение, опознавание
target recognition - обнаружение /опознавание/ цели
recognition and identification system - система опознавания самолётов
recognition lights - мор. опознавательныеогни

8. юр. ист. расследование; судебное следствие (о причинах смерти )
9. вчт. распознавание

optical character recognition - оптическое распознавание символов
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recognition
rec·og·ni·tion [recognition recognitions] BrE [ˌrekəɡˈnɪʃn] NAmE

[ˌrekəɡˈnɪʃn] noun

1. uncountable the act of remembering who sb is when you see them, or of identifying what sth is
• He glanced briefly towards her but there was no sign of recognition.
• the automatic recognition of handwriting and printed text by computer

2. singular, uncountable ~ (that…) the act of accepting that sth exists , is true or is official
• a growing recognition that older people havepotential too
• There is a general recognition of the urgent need for reform.
• to seek international /official/formal recognition as a sovereignstate
• The governmentgranted full diplomatic recognition to the republics.

3. uncountable ~ (for sth) public praise and reward for sb's work or actions
• She gained only minimal recognition for her work.
• He received the award in recognition of his success over the past year.

Idiom: change/alter beyond of recognition
 
Word Origin:
late 15th cent. (denoting the acknowledgement of a service): from Latin recognitio(n-), from the verb recognoscere ‘know again ,
recall to mind’ , from re- ‘again’ + cognoscere ‘learn’ .
 
Thesaurus:
recognition noun U
• He received the award in recognition of his success over the year.
appreciation • • admiration • • respect • • acknowledgement • |formal esteem •

recognition/admiration/respect for sb
do sth in recognition/appreciation/admiration/acknowledgement
deserve recognition/admiration/respect/acknowledgement
win/gain recognition/admiration/respect

 
Example Bank:

• He looked up, glanced at them without recognition, and went on his way.
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• He pulled the hood of his cloak overhis head to avoid recognition.
• His recitals haveearned him recognition as a talented performer.
• Many of those interviewedsaid their job had changed beyond recognition over the past five years.
• Official recognition of the change came fast.
• One of the main goals of marketing is name recognition.
• Recognition of his talent was long overdue.
• Recognition slowly dawned, ‘Oh, it's you Mrs Foster!’
• Recognition slowly dawned, and Iremembered her from my college days.
• She has worked actively but without recognition.
• She stared directly at the witness but he did not show a flicker of recognition.
• The award is being made in belated recognition of her services to the industry.
• The equipment and methods of production have improvedout of all recognition.
• The judges selected three projects for special recognition.
• The monitoring system allows recognition of pollution hot spots.
• The young talent at the club deserves wider recognition.
• There needs to be a greater recognition of corporate crime as a social problem.
• There was no recognition in his eyes.
• They claim that signature of the peace accord did not imply recognition of the state's sovereignty.
• They received recognition for their 20-year commitment to safety at sea.
• Twelvestates have accorded de facto recognition to the new regime.
• a country that has long sought recognition as a major power
• a test of children's word recognition
• an award in recognition of his outstanding work
• equal recognition for the work women do
• personal recognition for your achievements
• recognition by his superiors of the service he had performed
• the automatic recognition of handwriting by computer
• the early recognition of a disease
• to qualify for UN recognition as an InternationalBiosphere Reserve
• There is general recognition of the urgent need for reform.

recognition
rec og ni tion S3 W2 /ˌrekəɡˈnɪʃən/ BrE AmE noun

[Word Family: verb: ↑recognize; noun: ↑recognition; adverb: ↑recognizably; adjective: ↑recognizable≠↑unrecognizable]

1. [singular, uncountable] the act of realizing and accepting that something is true or important
recognition of

Don’s recognition of the importance of Suzy in his life
recognition that

There is general recognition that the study techniques of many students are weak.
formal/official recognition

official recognition of the need for jail reform
2. [singular, uncountable] public respect and thanks for someone’s work or achievements:

He has achieved recognition and respect as a scientist.
The importance of voluntary organizations in the economy still needs to be given recognition.

in recognition of something
He was presented with a gold watch in recognition of his service to the company.

3. [uncountable] the act of knowing someone or something because you have known or learned about them in the past:
He stared at her, but there was no sign of recognition.

change beyond/out of all recognition (=change completely)
The bakery business has changed beyond all recognition in the last 10 years.

4. [uncountable] the act of officially accepting that an organization, government, person etc has legal or official authority
recognition of

the recognition of Latvia as an independent state
international/diplomatic recognition

the government’s failure to achieve international recognition
5. speech recognition the ability of a computer to recognize speech:

speech recognition systems
• • •

COLLOCATIONS (for Meaning 2)
■verbs

▪ achieve recognition Toni has been striving to achieve recognition for the past ten years.
▪ receive /be given/get recognition Younger women artists are now getting wider recognition.
▪ win/gain recognition The company has won recognition for its customer service.
▪ deserve recognition They deserve recognition for the tremendous job they are doing.
■adjectives

▪ national /international /worldwide recognition Like many pianists, he first achieved international recognition by winning a
competition.
▪ public recognition He won public recognition for his work when he was awarded an MBE.
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▪ professional recognition My father craved professional recognition.
▪ proper recognition Frank Norris has neverreceived proper recognition as a great novelist.
▪ wider recognition She deserves wider recognition.
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